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REFERENT INFLUENCE ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Now in the second decade of the new century, social media is becoming a new source 

of social influence. Social networking sites (let us call them SoNets) are Web portals that 
enable consumers to have their own Web pages, invite others to join their personal online 
group of friends, and share content and messages with one or many among them. 

There are, literally, hundreds of SoNets: MySpace, Facebook, Sodahead, Twitter, etc. 
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn are the most popular in North America and also widely in 
use around the world. But each country or region has its own favorite: Nexopia is popular 
in Canada, Bebo in the U.K., Xing in Germany, Hi5 in parts of Europe, Orkut in Brazil, 

Orkut and Hi5 in South America and Central America, 
and Friendster, Orkut, Xiaonei, Cyworld in Asia (Cyworld 
especially in South Korea) and the Pacific Islands, Renren 
in China, and ibibo—stands for I build, I bond—in India, 
Tuenti in Spain, and Sonico in Latin America.

The granddaddy of all these is, of course, Facebook. 
Launched in February 2004, As of December 2015, it 
reported more than 1.2 billion average monthly users. 
According to a recent estimate, about 3.01 billion people 
use the Internet (out of 7.2 billion world population), and 
2.078 billion of them are on social media. Figure 10.3A 
and 10.3B show the penetration of two major social media 
networks (which we will refer to as Sonets)—Facebook and 
Twitter—for top ten countries. Moreover, the use of Sonets 
is widespread across all demographics (see Figure 10.3C). 

Consumers use Sonets for a variety of reasons of course, 
such as for keeping up with friends and associates, for news, 
for posting content, and for entertainment. Increasingly, 
they now also use it for keeping up with trends on what 
to buy, and specifically to check out recommendations on 
brand pages as well as in their news feeds.

Social media 
recommendations 
now serve 
to provide 
consumers with 
much needed 
“social proof” on 
the advisability 
of their intended 
purchases.
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Ever since Web pages have existed, brands have been trying to acquire as many 
fans as possible. However, Grey Poupon decided to go against that practice and actually 
rejected people who weren’t “sophisticated” enough. The company created a group 
with exclusive membership and placed this ad on its Facebook page:

The Society of Good Taste would like to access your public profile, friend list, status updates, 
checkins, education history, current city, photos, likes and your friend’s photos

The company then used Facebook Connect to access your profile to decide if you 
“cut the mustard.” If your grammar was too poor, photos too scandalous, or friends too unseemly, you 
might not make the cut. This contrarian approach proved to be extremely successful to the tune of 100 
million impressions and a fan increase of 3000%!

WANTED! CONSUMERS WITH GOOD TASTE

[See:http://www.ignitesocialmedia.com/social-media-examples/15-viral-marketing-examples-campaigns-past-5-years/]
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